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E-Commerce 

▪ Google

▪ Otto Media Group

▪ Amazon

AR/VR

▪ Facebook

▪ Ryot / Oath

▪ [m]Studio
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Analytics

▪ Tealium

▪ Exactag

▪ Google

StartUp Village

▪ POSpulse

▪ Welect

▪ Cognigy

▪ LoyJoy

▪ Hmstr

▪ Evergage
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Google and Amazon are now the main starting points 

in the customer journey, while other big e-commerce 

platforms and retail media are rising on the horizon.

Online shopping is now everyday life. However, there is still a big 

gap between online shopping & media investment, while media is 

still in underspending in retail media.

With the rise of many e-com platforms, the consumer behaviour has 

evolved significantly. Customers become more curious, more 

demanding and less patient in their shopping habits. Online shops 

are now the main source of inspiration, not only in fashion. 

Consumers are also shifting away from linearity – as like the medium 

TV.  Also, they expect better, relevant choice and faster payment as 

well as seamless delivery processes. Therefore, we need to embrace 

new technology for better consumer insights, across both offline 

and online sales. 

Google, Amazon and Otto are the role models in Germany. 

Therefore, they demonstrated our clients their power of retail media. 
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So how do brands adapt to the changing consumer behaviour of their customers?

7 out of 10 consumers search products on 

Google as a starting point on their journey. 

Therefore, Google showed us their two key 

shopping products: showcase and local 

inventory ads. Showcase ads support product 

awareness, while local inventory ads show local 

product availability next door. At the same time  

Google Pay can offer a faster checkout. The new 

highlight is Shop Similar Products, which is 

empowered by Google AI-technology to find 

similar product to a photographed products. 

Otto Group is the biggest e-com platform in 

Germany, with Otto, mytoys, etc. It is definitely 

an open-sourced alternative to Amazon. Otto 

offers our clients their highly scalable audience 

data for agnostic targeting across all 

programmatic DSPs. Otto sees enormous retail 

media growth and has an ambitious plan to 

expand to the food area as well, beyond their 

Ströer and Net ID cooperation. 

At Amazon, sales and branding are 

increasingly blurred. The Amazon product 

competition is on the fever pitch, where 

product visibility is key for competitive edge. 

To win the Amazon game, marketers need to 

champion in product SEA/SEO, content and 

rating. To stay on top of the mind in 

customers, branding campaigns are key. For 

this purpose, Amazon’s sponsoring, sampling 

and custom solutions for Prime Music and Fire 

TV are success-proved.
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Virtual reality is here to stay, while augmented reality shows more real-

life potential.

Augmented and virtual reality – in short, AR/VR - are no longer hypes, but play an 

important role in an innovative communication. The former niche theme is developing 

into a reluctant part of an innovative one-to-one storytelling. While VR kicks off as an 

open door in a tangible digital world, AR offers marketers enormous potential as an 

advertising space, for instance, to inspire product packaging in a playful way. 

Consumers accept these technologies very well: Over 60% welcome the use of AR/VR in 

everyday life, for example for hotel or apartment visits as well as conversations with 

friends living abroad. 
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Facebook stands for "Social Connection" 

and sets a new market level with AR/VR 

formats via messenger and camera. 

They offer solutions ranging from 

product samples, masks to game worlds 

that open up behind out-of-home 

posters - virtual brands can be 

experienced in a completely different 

way by users.

It is only the beginning: Oath is already 

working with its in-house content studio 

Ryot on innovative approaches with 

AR/VR, far beyond messenger services 

and social platforms. They are paving 

the way for the future of storytelling, 

which can generate stronger 

relationships between brands and 

consumers with the help of AR/VR.

At MediaCom we dedicate ourselves to 

this exciting topic under the umbrella of 

[m]Studio and have already successfully 

implemented several AR/VR cases for 

customers. The [m]Studio Tech Lab 

offers the opportunity to try out 

technical gadgets yourself and to get to 

know and experience these virtual 

worlds. We welcome you to our 

innovative lab in Düsseldorf!
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The analytical approach moves more towards 

consumer-centric and omnichannel analysis. 

ePrivacy, data security and brand safety have now a whole new 

meaning, as General Data Protection Regulation has been effective 

since May 2018. Consumer data must be collected in the GDPR-

compliant manner, while more data silos are built. Walled garden 

becomes stronger.

These silos must be connected seamlessly in order to gain better 

consumer understanding such that we are still effective in our 

communication along their customer journey. The nowadays 

automatic and holistic analytic approach is turning every data to 

good and relevant data to drive effective ROI. To do this, the data 

flow must be clearly defined, GDPR-compliant and controlled 

holistically by marketers.
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Companies such as Google, Tealium and Exactag offer holistic solutions 

with which data can be orchestrated as well as insights generated 

through data analysis. The holistic insights can be then used in media 

activation such as touchpoint optimisation, budget allocation and 

audience targeting. 

Digital analytics includes the tracking of the entire customer journey. One 

needs a single tag management system for holistic data collection, which 

can be provided by Tealium. To optimise budget allocation, Exactag can 

offer near real-time attribution modelling across online and offline sales. 

The Google Marketing Platform moves digital analytics to the next level by 

activating both audience insights and attribution modelling across Google 

Search, Display & Video campaigns seamlessly. 
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Customer Centricity is in the spotlight  

to understand consumers and to 

optimise communication. 

The world of digital marketing is constantly 

changing – like you can see in the dmexco

StartUp Village every year, where more than 

170 start-ups present their new developments 

and technologies. We took a closer look at six 

innovative start-ups during our tour: 

POSpulse offers market research via app 

straight at the point-of-sale. The app ask 

shoppers and scouts questions that lead them 

to a specific product at the POS - in some cases 

also via detours in order to find out whether a 

brand or a product is in the consumer's mindset 

at all. Data analysis can also be used to select 

specific scouts to address a defined panel.

Cognigy believes that intelligent conversation 

is the future of brand communication. Cognigy

has developed a system that allows different 

channels to be connected in a bot, which learns 

and adapts as well as optimises its skills. A 

clever combination of chatbot and voice 

becomes "Conversational AI".

For the founders of LoyJoy, relationships must 

be fun in order to work and create loyalty. The 

loyalty concept consists of consumers playing 

games via a chatbot and being rewarded with a 

prize for their engagement. The company 

focuses on bringing brands into dialogue with 

their consumers in order to promote lasting 

customer relationships. 

Welect focuses on customer centricity. Welect

believes that advertising only works when 

consumers actually want to see it. How do you 

find out? By simply asking consumers if and 

what they want to see. Welect enables self-

determined consumption of advertising, 

generates organic targeting, bypasses all ad 

blockers and makes people enjoy advertising. 
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In the connected data-driven world, it's 

becoming easier and more important to 

monitor, analyse and evaluate your own 

marketing efforts. But what’s about the 

evaluation of other media that report about 

my brand? hmstr offers a full-service-

monitoring of press articles, social media 

posts, Google information, etc. to provide 

an holistic overview of your branding.

Brand communication must become more 

customised to reach the individual 

consumer. Evergage believes in more sales 

due to 1:1 personalisation and a significant 

conversion uplift with a user-based 

approach. Their solution: Based on a 

customer data platform, Evergage analyses 

user data in order to response with 

customised content and generate 

engagement. 

Customer Centricity is the focus for all 

selected start-ups. Brands need to 

understand their consumers and 

optimise their communication. 

Consumers need to see advertising 

voluntarily, engage and express 

positively about the brand in order to fix 

it in their mindset - this is the only way 

to become loyal to a brand. 


